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Abstract
At about 0217 on Thursday 12 November 2009, train ST22, an XPT passenger service, was being
routed into No.1 Platform Road at Cootamundra, New South Wales. The driver of the XPT received a
Medium Turnout indication on signal CA74 signifying that the route into No.1 Platform Road was set
and unobstructed. Shortly after passing over the Gundagai Road level crossing and traversing 136
points set into No.1 Platform Road, the driver of the XPT observed the last wagon of freight train
4MB7, located on the Up Main line, was obstructing the path of his train. He applied the train brakes
and stopped just short of train 4MB7.
The driver of the XPT immediately contacted the network controller and advised him of the problem.
Shortly thereafter the freight train was moved forward, at the request of the network controller, to clear
a path for the XPT into No.1 Platform Road.
The investigation determined that a signalling system design error allowed signal CA74 to be cleared
for the passage of the XPT even though the route into No.1 Platform Road was obstructed by the last
vehicle of freight train 4MB7 which was stationary on the adjacent Up Main line.
The Australian Transport Safety Bureau has determined that actions taken by the Australian Rail Track
Corporation (ARTC) should mitigate the risk of a similar occurrence but has identified further issues
relating to signal design, installation and commissioning where further action may enhance the
strategies already put in place by the ARTC.
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THE AUSTRALIAN TRANSPORT SAFETY BUREAU
The Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB) is an independent Commonwealth
Government statutory agency. The Bureau is governed by a Commission and is entirely
separate from transport regulators, policy makers and service providers. The ATSB's
function is to improve safety and public confidence in the aviation, marine and rail modes of
transport through excellence in: independent investigation of transport accidents and other
safety occurrences; safety data recording, analysis and research; fostering safety awareness,
knowledge and action.
The ATSB is responsible for investigating accidents and other transport safety matters
involving civil aviation, marine and rail operations in Australia that fall within
Commonwealth jurisdiction, as well as participating in overseas investigations involving
Australian registered aircraft and ships. A primary concern is the safety of commercial
transport, with particular regard to fare-paying passenger operations.
The ATSB performs its functions in accordance with the provisions of the Transport Safety
Investigation Act 2003 and Regulations and, where applicable, relevant international
agreements.
Purpose of safety investigations
The object of a safety investigation is to identify and reduce safety-related risk. ATSB
investigations determine and communicate the safety factors related to the transport safety
matter being investigated. The terms the ATSB uses to refer to key safety and risk concepts
are set out in the next section: Terminology Used in this Report.
It is not a function of the ATSB to apportion blame or determine liability. At the same time,
an investigation report must include factual material of sufficient weight to support the
analysis and findings. At all times the ATSB endeavours to balance the use of material that
could imply adverse comment with the need to properly explain what happened, and why, in
a fair and unbiased manner.
Developing safety action
Central to the ATSB’s investigation of transport safety matters is the early identification of
safety issues in the transport environment. The ATSB prefers to encourage the relevant
organisation(s) to initiate proactive safety action that addresses safety issues. Nevertheless,
the ATSB may use its power to make a formal safety recommendation either during or at the
end of an investigation, depending on the level of risk associated with a safety issue and the
extent of corrective action undertaken by the relevant organisation.
When safety recommendations are issued, they focus on clearly describing the safety issue of
concern, rather than providing instructions or opinions on a preferred method of corrective
action. As with equivalent overseas organisations, the ATSB has no power to enforce the
implementation of its recommendations. It is a matter for the body to which an ATSB
recommendation is directed to assess the costs and benefits of any particular means of
addressing a safety issue.
When the ATSB issues a safety recommendation to a person, organisation or agency, they
must provide a written response within 90 days. That response must indicate whether they
accept the recommendation, any reasons for not accepting part or all of the recommendation,
and details of any proposed safety action to give effect to the recommendation.
The ATSB can also issue safety advisory notices suggesting that an organisation or an
industry sector consider a safety issue and take action where it believes it appropriate. There
is no requirement for a formal response to an advisory notice, although the ATSB will
publish any response it receives.
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TERMINOLOGY USED IN THIS REPORT
Occurrence: accident or incident.
Safety factor: an event or condition that increases safety risk. In other words, it is
something that, if it occurred in the future, would increase the likelihood of an
occurrence, and/or the severity of the adverse consequences associated with an
occurrence. Safety factors include the occurrence events (e.g. engine failure, signal
passed at danger, grounding), individual actions (e.g. errors and violations), local
conditions, current risk controls and organisational influences.
Contributing safety factor: a safety factor that, had it not occurred or existed at the
time of an occurrence, then either: (a) the occurrence would probably not have
occurred; or (b) the adverse consequences associated with the occurrence would
probably not have occurred or have been as serious, or (c) another contributing safety
factor would probably not have occurred or existed.
Other safety factor: a safety factor identified during an occurrence investigation
which did not meet the definition of contributing safety factor but was still considered
to be important to communicate in an investigation report in the interests of improved
transport safety.
Other key finding: any finding, other than that associated with safety factors,
considered important to include in an investigation report. Such findings may resolve
ambiguity or controversy, describe possible scenarios or safety factors when firm
safety factor findings were not able to be made, or note events or conditions which
‘saved the day’ or played an important role in reducing the risk associated with an
occurrence.
Safety issue: a safety factor that (a) can reasonably be regarded as having the potential
to adversely affect the safety of future operations, and (b) is a characteristic of an
organisation or a system, rather than a characteristic of a specific individual, or
characteristic of an operational environment at a specific point in time.
Risk level: The ATSB’s assessment of the risk level associated with a safety issue is noted
in the Findings section of the investigation report. It reflects the risk level as it existed at the
time of the occurrence. That risk level may subsequently have been reduced as a result of
safety actions taken by individuals or organisations during the course of an investigation.
Safety issues are broadly classified in terms of their level of risk as follows:
•

Critical safety issue: associated with an intolerable level of risk and generally
leading to the immediate issue of a safety recommendation unless corrective
safety action has already been taken.

•

Significant safety issue: associated with a risk level regarded as acceptable only
if it is kept as low as reasonably practicable. The ATSB may issue a safety
recommendation or a safety advisory notice if it assesses that further safety
action may be practicable.

•

Minor safety issue: associated with a broadly acceptable level of risk, although
the ATSB may sometimes issue a safety advisory notice.

Safety action: the steps taken or proposed to be taken by a person, organisation or agency in
response to a safety issue.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At about 0217 1 on Thursday 12 November 2009, train ST22, an XPT passenger
service, was being routed into No.1 Platform Road at Cootamundra, New South
Wales. The driver of the XPT received a Medium Turnout 2 indication on signal
CA74 signifying that the route into No.1 Platform Road was set and unobstructed.
Shortly after passing over the Gundagai Road level crossing and traversing 136
points set into No.1 Platform Road, the driver of the XPT observed the last wagon
of freight train 4MB7, located on the Up Main line, was obstructing the path of his
train. He applied the train brakes and stopped just short of train 4MB7.
The driver of the XPT immediately contacted the network controller and advised
him of the problem. Shortly thereafter the freight train was moved forward, at the
request of the network controller, to clear a path for the XPT into No.1 Platform
Road.
An investigation by the Australian Rail Track Corporation (ARTC) and an
independent investigation by the Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB)
determined that a signalling design error allowed signal CA74 to be cleared for the
passage of the XPT even though the route into No.1 Platform Road was obstructed
by the last vehicle of freight train 4MB7 which was stationary on the adjacent Up
Main line.
Immediately following the incident, the ARTC put a prohibition on all similar
movements and has since investigated the cause for the underlying signal design
error, implementing strategies to prevent a similar occurrence.
The ATSB has investigated and reviewed actions taken by the ARTC and is
satisfied with strategies to minimise the risk of recurrence. However, the ATSB has
identified some issues relating to signal design, installation and commissioning
where further action may enhance the strategies already put in place by the ARTC.

1

The 24-hour clock is used in this report. Eastern Daylight Time (EDT) was Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC) + 11 hours. Unless shown otherwise, all times are EDT.

2

See Appendix B for aspects that can be displayed by signals CA44 CA46, CA74 and CA76.
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1

FACTUAL INFORMATION

1.1

Overview
At about 02171 on Thursday 12 November 2009 train ST22, an XPT passenger
service, was being routed into No.1 Platform Road at Cootamundra, New South
Wales. The driver of the XPT received a Medium Turnout2 indication on signal
CA74 signifying that the route into No.1 Platform Road was set and unobstructed.
Shortly after passing over the Gundagai Road level crossing and traversing 136
points set reverse 3 the driver of the XPT observed the last wagon of freight train
4MB7, located on the Up Main line, was obstructing the path of his train. He
applied the train brakes and stopped just short of train 4MB7 (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Photograph taken from driving cab of XPT, with last wagon of
4MB7 in upper right
Stationary, last wagon
in train consist 4MB7

Direction of travel
for XPT (ST22)

End-of-train marker
on coupler (4MB7)
Rear, left corner of
last wagon (4MB7)
Front, right side
window of XPT (ST22)
XPT (ST22)
Copyright – Driver of ST22 ©

At the time of the incident, the temperature recorded at Young, about 40 km northeast of Cootamundra, was about 13 degrees Celsius. Wind was from the south-west
blowing at about 7 km/h. The weather was fine and dry, visibility was good.
However, at 0217 it was dark with the moon being well below the horizon. The
driver of the XPT was therefore totally reliant upon his train headlight for external
vision both ahead and peripherally.

3

Normal Position - Lie of points defined by design, usually set for the main line.
Reverse Position - Opposite to the normal position.
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1.2

Location
Cootamundra is a regional centre (Figure 2) in mid-western New South Wales
about 430 km by rail west of Sydney. The Cootamundra station/yard is located on
the Melbourne to Sydney rail line and is part of the Defined Interstate Rail Network
(DIRN).
Figure 2: Location of Cootamundra, New South Wales
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Map - Geoscience Australia. Crown Copyright ©.

1.3

Train control

1.3.1

Cootamundra re-signalling project
On 4 June 2004 the Australian Rail Track Corporation (ARTC) signed an
agreement with the New South Wales government to lease for a period of 60 years
the New South Wales interstate and Hunter Valley rail corridors and was granted a
licence to construct the Southern Sydney Freight Line within the existing rail
corridor. Part of the lease agreement was a commitment that the ARTC would
undertake a significant program of infrastructure improvement, including the
replacement/upgrading of the manually operated signalling system at Cootamundra
to facilitate remote control. As part of this upgrade, the train control function was
consolidated into a network control centre located at Junee, New South Wales.
The ARTC infrastructure investment program was delivered through a 3 year
Alliance arrangement 4 between the ARTC and their partners, John Holland Rail,
MVM Rail and O'Donnell Griffin (ODG). The South Improvement Alliance (SIA)
agreement was signed on 28 October 2005 and also included sub-alliance partners

4

Alliance arrangement - A project delivery method whereby consortia of partners deliver a project.
The consortia work together to define the scope, prepare the project budget, the program of works
and then progress onto building the project.
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Kellogg Brown and Root (KBR), GHD Pty Ltd, and CW-DC Pty Ltd who provided
specialist design services to the prime-alliance partners.
Following the establishment of the SIA and formal sign off with the ARTC, a
scope/outline for the Cootamundra re-signalling project was provided to SIA by the
ARTC late in 2006. The SIA then developed a preliminary project brief, concept
plan and associated cost estimates.
Figure 3: Signal arrangement (part) - Cootamundra Yard

The plans and cost estimates were put
forward and accepted by the ARTC early in
February 2007. Following acceptance/signoff by the ARTC, the SIA commenced the
design phase before final onsite testing and
commissioning. The design phase
commenced in September 2006, with the final
commissioning of the new signalling system
at Cootamundra occurring during
September/October 2007. The system had
worked safely and reliably since that time.
Cootamundra re-signalling – final
system hardware

Cootamundra Yard is controlled by fixed
colour light signals using Rail Vehicle
Detection (RVD) 5 and remotely operated
from a network control centre located in
Junee. For trains travelling from Albury
towards Sydney, entrance onto No.1 Platform
Road at Cootamundra (Figure 3) was over
136 points set reverse and controlled by
signal CA74. Signal CA74 is located about
176 m on the Albury side of the Gundagai
Road level crossing.
Line speed over 136 points set reverse is
25 km/h and increases to 100 km/h on the
straight through No.1 Platform Road.
However, all XPT services are scheduled to
stop at Cootamundra and therefore the train
speed usually remains relatively slow after
passing over the points.
The hardware that makes up the signalling
system at Cootamundra (Figure 4)
substantially comprises:

5

The portions of line where the system of Safeworking relies on track-circuiting or axle counters.
(ARA Glossary for National Code of Practice and Dictionary of Railway Terminology)
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Figure 4: Diagrammatic representation of Cootamundra signalling system

1.

Field equipment: Items such as signals (Figure 5), points, track circuits, etc.
These items of equipment feed information from the field into the interlocking
plant (Microlok) and also provide a communication medium to train drivers,
via the signals, so they are aware of the status of the track ahead.

Figure 5: Typical items of field hardware – Signal CA74 and point machine
142B

Signal CA74

Point machine
142B

2.

6

Interlocking Plant, Microlok system (Figure 6): Microlok is a proprietary
microprocessor-based logic controller specifically designed for railway failsafe 6 applications. The system provides all the necessary interlocking functions
between points, signals and conflicting train routes. The system processes all
the various field inputs and drives the outputs interfacing with designated field
Fail-safe: The capability of an item or system to ensure that any failure in a predictable or
specified mode will result only in that item or system reaching and remaining in a safe condition.
(Source: Australian Standard AS4292 Part 4)
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equipment while simultaneously maintaining a log of the various commands
and the state of the input/output field equipment using an event logger.
Microlok incorporates two types of software program:
•

The executive program, this is common to all Microlok systems and
contains all the standard software applications that:
a. Ensure that all vital outputs are fully controlled.
b. Verifies the state of vital inputs and outputs.
c. Removes power to vital outputs in all cases where a system failure
has occurred, thereby placing field equipment into a fail-safe mode.
The executive program is normally only changed/modified by the
manufacturer of the Microlok system.

•

The geographic application software is usually written by the railway
owner or representative (contractor) and is specific to each signal scheme.
It is the software code that describes each specific signalling layout.

Geographic software/code and event logger data can be reviewed to assist with
the examination of incidents, as was the case at Cootamundra.
Figure 6: Typical Microlok relay room

Copyright – Australian Rail Track Corporation ©

3. The Phoenix (Figure 7) control system: Is a non-vital 7 CTC 8 system that
provides real time monitoring and control of field hardware including signals,
points, track circuits and the associated management of train movements.
Signal, points, track and train movement data is captured by the Phoenix event

7

Non-vital: Signalling equipment and circuits are considered non-vital where failure to function
correctly would not cause an unsafe outcome of the signalling system. Non-vital equipment and
circuits do not affect the safe operation of the signalling system. (Source: Engineering Standard NSW Signalling SGS 01 Infrastructure Engineering Manual –Glossary of Signalling Terms)

8

Centralised Traffic Control (CTC): A safe working system of remotely controlling points and
signals at a number of locations from a centralised control room. (Source: Glossary for the
National Codes of Practice and Dictionary of Railway Terminology)
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logger. This data can also be replayed to assist with the reconstruction of events
and the examination of incidents.
Figure 7: Graphics overview - Main South Board ‘B’, Phoenix Control
System, Junee, New South Wales

Copyright – Australian Rail Track Corporation ©

In railway systems employing colour light signals like those at Cootamundra the
‘proceed authority’ given to a train driver is provided by a group of coloured lights.
The correct display and interpretation of these lights is essential for a train to be
safely routed through a defined section of track.
At Cootamundra, signal CA74 controls a train entering into No.1 Platform Road
from the Up Main line via points 136 set reverse. This signal provides turnout
information and the status of the line ahead, that is whether the track is occupied or
clear and whether the signal in advance (CA46) is displaying a stop or proceed 9
indication.
Figure 8 shows the signal sequence displayed to a train driver travelling from signal
CA74 up to signal CA46 on No.1 Platform Road (points 136 set reverse). A
Caution Turnout indication is displayed on signal CA74 when signal CA46 is at
stop. A Medium Turnout indication is displayed on signal CA74 when signal CA46
displays a proceed indication (Caution, Medium or Clear). In each case, displaying
a proceed indication on signal CA74 implies that the route up to signal CA46 will
be unobstructed.

9

Proceed Indication - Any signal indication other than stop. (Source: Engineering Standard - NSW
Signalling SGS 01 Infrastructure Engineering Manual –Glossary of Signalling Terms).
Note: Throughout this report where ‘Proceed Indication’ is used it excludes signals used for
shunting or low speed movements.
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Figure 8: Signal sequence for signals CA74 and CA46

Note: The radial lines on the Medium and Medium Turnout indications imply that the lights
are pulsating indications.

1.3.2

Junee network control centre
The passage of trains through Cootamundra was managed by one network
controller operating off the Main South Board ‘B’ using ARTC’s Phoenix control
system located at Junee. Voice communication between train drivers and the
network controller was by UHF radio.
Network Controller

The network controller involved with the incident commenced his employment with
the New South Wales railways in 1997. During the period of his employment with
the New South Wales railways he was engaged as area controller, with similar
duties to that of a network controller, before moving over to the ARTC. He had
been actively engaged by the ARTC as a network controller, for about 3 years, at
the time of the incident. Evidence indicates that he was appropriately qualified, had
extensive experience, was medically fit and signed on fit for duty.
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1.4

Train details

1.4.1

Train ST22 (XPT)
Train ST22, the XPT, was a scheduled passenger service operated by RailCorp. It
consisted of leading and trailing diesel power cars with six passenger carriages in
between, including a buffet car.
The train was operated by a single driver and crewed by on board personnel. The
train had an overall length of 178 m and a gross weight of 418 t.
The driver involved in the incident had in excess of 17 years experience. He
commenced employment with the New South Wales railways in 1992 moving
across to CityRail in 1997. During his service with CityRail he became qualified as
a driver trainer and inspector. He joined CountryLink in 2006, was qualified to
operate the Sydney to Melbourne route and had regularly driven the section of track
where the incident occurred. At the time of the incident he was appropriately
qualified, assessed as competent, had a good service history, was medically fit for
duty and had signed on fit for duty.

1.4.2

Train 4MB7
Train 4MB7 was operated by Interail Australia, a wholly owned subsidiary of QR.
A driver and co-driver crewed train 4MB7. The train comprised two locomotives
hauling 33 wagons with a total weight of 1507 t. The train had an overall length of
778 m including the locomotives. The drivers were appropriately qualified, had
extensive experience and were in date medically.

1.5

The occurrence
Events on the day of the incident

On the day preceding the incident, the XPT departed Melbourne’s Southern Cross
station at 2010, 15 minutes behind schedule. Arrival at Sydney Central was
timetabled for 0655 the following day, 12 November. The train had engine
problems on the trailing power car and was running slow as a result, causing further
delays.
Train 4MB7 was scheduled to depart the South Dynon Yard, Melbourne at 1830 on
11 November 2009. It departed 38 minutes early but was 43 minutes late through
Junee due to delays on route. The final destination for 4MB7 was Acacia Ridge
outside Brisbane early on 13 November 2009.
The network controller on duty at the time of the incident signed on for duty at
2300. He was about 2 hours into his shift when both the XPT and train 4MB7
arrived at Junee. Fresh drivers for both trains signed on for duty (0050) to work the
Sydney leg of their respective journeys.
Train 4MB7 departed Junee at 0116, about 17 minutes ahead of the XPT. It arrived
outside Cootamundra just before 0204 and was routed onto the Up Main line,
coming to a stand about 5 m in front of signal CA42.
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The XPT departed Junee at 0133 (31 minutes late). The journey to Cootamundra
was fairly uneventful except for a minor passenger disturbance, however, the trip
was slow because the trailing power car was inoperative.
As the XPT approached Cootamundra the driver initially observed signal CA76, the
signal before CA74, displaying a Caution indication (Figure 9). As the train neared
signal CA76 it changed to a Medium (Figure 9) with the turnout repeater signifying
that the train would be routed into No.1 Platform Road. At about this time the driver
of train 4MB7, now stationary on the Up Main line, noticed that the adjacent
Platform Road signal CA44 had cleared. This indicated to him that the following
train, the XPT, had been given a through route to allow it to pass his train
(Appendix B provides further information regarding the aspects that can be
displayed by signals CA44, CA46, CA74 and CA76 at Cootamundra).
The XPT continued on its journey, as it rounded a left-hand curve the driver
observed the next signal, CA74, displaying a Medium Turnout indication
(Figure 9). He could simultaneously see signal CA46, located at the end of the
Cootamundra platform, displaying a proceed indication. This indicated to him that
the route through No.1 Platform Road was set but more importantly it should be
unobstructed. As the driver of the XPT prepared to enter No.1 Platform Road he
slowed the train to a speed of about 25 km/h to negotiate 136 points, set reverse. It
was at about this time he observed the ‘End of Train Marker’ (flashing red light)
fitted to the last wagon of freight train 4MB7. The XPT driver continued to slow the
train as he approached train 4MB7. When the XPT was near the Gundagai Road
level crossing (430.050 km) the driver could clearly see the last wagon of train
4MB7 illuminated by his train’s headlights. He continued to drive slowly towards
train 4MB7. Shortly after passing over the Gundagai Road level crossing and
traversing 136 points he became sure that train 4MB7 was ‘foul’ and would obstruct
the passage of his train. He further slowed the XPT stopping it about 5 m short of
train 4MB7.
Figure 9: Signal CA74 & CA76 – Signal indications

Note: The radial lines on the Medium and Medium Turnout indications imply that the lights
are pulsating indications.
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After coming to a stand the driver of the XPT contacted the network controller on
the Country Net radio system. He advised the network controller of the problem and
requested that train 4MB7 be moved forward as it was obstructing the path of his
train. After some initial confusion, the network controller contacted the driver of
train 4MB7 who was asked to move his train forward.
The driver of train 4MB7 then powered his locomotive and moved the train forward
approximately 5 m bringing the lead locomotive almost directly under signal CA42.
At 0228 the driver of the XPT contacted the network controller to advise him that
freight train 4MB7 now appeared clear and was no longer fouling the path of the
XPT. Following on from this advice, the network controller authorised the driver of
the XPT to continue towards Cootamundra.
After stopping at Cootamundra station the XPT continued on its journey towards
Sydney. During the early part of this onward journey, the XPT driver contacted the
ARTC operations manager requesting that the incident be investigated, however
due to the unusual nature of this failure (i.e. the Phoenix screen showed no
anomaly) it was not recognised by the network controller on duty at the time of the
incident nor the ARTC operations manager as being a wrong side failure.
Post occurrence

At about 0740 that morning, two ARTC signal engineers were advised of the
incident and requested to investigate. Following a review of the Phoenix replay files
and an onsite inspection at Cootamundra, they reported that they had identified that
a signalling irregularity allowed CA74 to be cleared for the passage of the XPT
even though the route was fouled by the last wagon of train 4MB7. It was only at
this time the incident was recognised as a wrong side failure and an appropriate
technical response was initiated. The ARTC placed an immediate prohibition on all
similar movements and commenced a full investigation. The ARTC has advised
that following this incident, briefings were held with Train Transit Managers and
network controllers to ensure that wrong side failures and signal system anomalies
either observed in the Control Centre or reported by operators or maintainers are
managed in accordance with established ARTC procedures and in a timely manner.
Loss and damage

There were no reported injuries and/or associated loss or damage to any rolling
stock or infrastructure as a result of the incident.
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2

ANALYSIS
At 0835 on 12 November 2009 the Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB)
received notification of a reported signal irregularity, involving the XPT and train
4MB7 at Cootamundra, from the New South Wales Office of Transport Safety
Investigations (OTSI). The ATSB commenced an investigation into the incident.
The investigation initially concentrated on the preservation of perishable evidence
including: the Microlok data files, Phoenix data files, train data logs, site
photographs and site measurements/other information. Evidence was subsequently
supplemented with information sourced from the ARTC, the crew of the XPT and
train 4MB7, RailCorp and the South Improvement Alliance (SIA).
Evidence included interviews, photographs, train running information, voice and
data logs, engineering documentation, site plans/circuits and safety
policies/procedures.
Based on an initial review of available evidence, it was concluded that:
•

There were no mechanical deficiencies with either train 4MB7 or the XPT 10
which would have contributed to the incident.

•

There were no deficiencies in track condition that would have contributed to
the incident.

•

Analysis of the data logs from the XPT and 4MB7 established that both trains
were managed and driven in an appropriate manner. The actions of the train
drivers in the handling of their respective trains did not contribute to the
incident. The crews were appropriately trained, qualified and fit-for-duty at the
time of the incident. There were no crew performance issues that would have
contributed to the incident. In fact the vigilance of the XPT driver was
noteworthy in that his actions were instrumental in avoiding a collision.

•

A signalling system design error was identified as the primary factor giving
rise to the signal irregularity. This design error allowed signal CA74 to be
cleared for the passage of the XPT even though the route was fouled by the last
wagon of train 4MB7.

The purpose of a rail signalling system is to facilitate the safe and efficient
movement of rail passengers and freight services. Railway signalling systems have
evolved from manually operated mechanisms through to advanced computer based
safety systems that interface with state of the art electronic control technologies. In
common though, all of these systems enshrine underlying safety principles (namely
the necessary interlocking between points, signals and conflicting train routes) that
allow trains to run safely and efficiently over a defined section of track.
In this case, events appeared to indicate that trains, 4MB7 and the XPT, were at risk
of collision, even though all train movements were made under signal indication.
The balance of the report therefore will focus on the analysis process used to
identify the signal system irregularity, followed by an examination of the systemic
processes that allowed the irregularity to occur.

10

Excludes the failure of the trailing power car, a known mechanical fault on the day, but in no way
a factor that would have contributed to the signal irregularity.
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2.1

Sequence of events analysis
Day of the incident

The following reconstruction of events for 12 November 2009 is based on a
combination of interviews with the train crews (4MB7 and the XPT), an
examination of the train data logs, the Phoenix replay files (Figure 10 to 18
hereunder), Microlok data, and evidence sourced from the ARTC signal
engineering staff.
Freight train 4MB7 departed Junee (Albury side of Cootamundra) at 0116 and
arrived outside Cootamundra about 0204. It was routed onto the Up Main line to
facilitate the passing of passenger service ST22 (XPT) using No.1 Passenger Road.
Figure 10: Cootamundra, Phoenix replay 0213:14

Train 4MB7 occupying Up Main.
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The Phoenix replay, Figure 10 (0213:14), shows train 4MB7 occupying the Up
Main (signal CA42 at stop) with the end of train traversing 139 points set normal.
Figure 11: Cootamundra, Phoenix replay 0213:47

Train 4MB7 occupying Up Main.

136 points

139 points

Signal CA42 at stop.
Gundagai
Road

To Sydney

Copyright – Australian Rail Track Corporation ©
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From Albury

Figure 11 (0213:47) shows that train 4MB7 has cleared 139 points but is still
traversing 136 points (set normal) and the Gundagai Road level crossing.
Figure 12: Cootamundra, Phoenix replay 0214:16

Signals CA44, CA46 and CA76
showing a proceed indication.
136 points

From Albury

Signal CA74 at stop, but
selected and waiting to clear.

To Sydney

Copyright – Australian Rail Track Corporation ©

Figure 12 (0214:16) shows signals CA44, CA46 and CA76 have cleared and are
displaying a proceed indication. Signal CA74 is still at stop, but has been selected
and is waiting 11 for route availability before it can clear. An examination of events
just after 0214:16 established that train 4MB7 was travelling slowly towards signal
CA42 with the end of train traversing 136 points and the Gundagai Road level
crossing. Signal CA44 clearing is corroborated by evidence given by the driver of
train 4MB7, he stated that he noticed that the Platform Road signal CA44 had
cleared for the passage of the XPT (ST22).
Figure 13: Cootamundra, Phoenix replay 0214:49
Rear of train 4MB7 is no longer
occupying the tracks over 136 points
and Gundagai Road level crossing.
136 points

From Albury

Replay showing route call
(green track indication) for
approaching XPT.

To Sydney

Copyright – Australian Rail Track Corporation ©

11

Signal CA74 will automatically clear when the route being traversed by 4MB7 becomes available,
i.e. the signalling system sees the route from CA74 to CA46 as being unobstructed.
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Figure 13 (0214:49) shows the rear of train 4MB7 having just cleared 136 points
and the Gundagai Road level crossing. An examination of events at this time shows
signal CA74 clearing when the rear of freight train 4MB7 had completely traversed
136 points and the Gundagai Road level crossing.
Figure 14: Phoenix replay 0215:01

Replay showing route set
(green track indication) for
approaching XPT.
136 points

CA74
To Sydney

CA76

From Albury

Copyright – Australian Rail Track Corporation ©

Figure 14 (0215:01) shows train 4MB7 at stop 12 on the Up Main line and clear of
136 points and the Gundagai Road level crossing. Signals CA76 and CA74 are
displaying a proceed indication for the XPT. The network controller and XPT driver
would rightly expect that the route for the XPT into No.1 Platform Road was set
and unobstructed.
Figure 15: Phoenix replay 0216:14

Replay showing XPT
approaching CA76 signal
(proceed indication).

CA76
To Sydney

From Albury

Copyright – Australian Rail Track Corporation ©

12

Independently corroborated by data recorded on lead locomotive LDP9 of train 4MB7.
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Figure 15 (0216:14) shows the XPT occupying the track in advance of signal CA76
which is displaying a proceed indication. The train was travelling at a speed of
about 77 km/h (XPT Hasler data log) as it passed signal CA76.
Figure 16: Phoenix replay 0217:01

Replay showing XPT
approaching CA74 signal
(proceed indication).

CA74
To Sydney

From Albury

Copyright – Australian Rail Track Corporation ©

Figure 16 (0217:01) shows the XPT occupying the track in advance of signal CA74.
Signal CA74 is displaying a proceed indication. The train had slowed to about
50 km/h (XPT Hasler data log) as it passed signal CA74. To the driver of the XPT,
signal CA74 displaying a Medium Turnout indication would mean the route ahead
was correctly set and unobstructed.
Figure 17: Phoenix replay 0217:35

Replay showing XPT
approaching 136 points and the
Gundagai Road level crossing.

To Sydney

From Albury

Copyright – Australian Rail Track Corporation ©

Figure 17 (0217:35) shows the XPT occupying the track in advance of 136 points
and the Gundagai Road level crossing. As the driver of the XPT prepared to enter
No.1 Platform Road he had further slowed the train and was travelling at less than
20 km/h (XPT Hasler data log) before negotiating 136 points (set reverse). It was at
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about this time he observed the ‘End of Train Marker’ (flashing red light) fitted to
the last wagon of freight train 4MB7.
Figure 18: Phoenix replay 0217:36

Replay showing XPT passing
over 136 points and the
Gundagai Road level crossing.

To Sydney

From Albury

Copyright – Australian Rail Track Corporation ©

Figure 18 (0217:36) shows the XPT occupying the tracks located over 136 points
and the Gundagai Road level crossing. It was about this time that the driver of the
XPT became sure that 4MB7 was standing ‘foul’ and would obstruct the passage of
his train. He further slowed the train, stopping it about 5 m short of 4MB7 before
alighting from the driver’s cab to take some photographs (Figure 19).
Figure 19: Photograph A – View from XPT drivers cab, looking towards the
last wagon of 4MB7 seen in upper right.
Photograph B – XPT driver standing adjacent to step of last wagon
of 4MB7, looking towards XPT, glare of headlight in background

A

Stationary, last wagon
in train consist 4MB7
Direction of travel
for XPT (ST22)

Headlight
of
XPT

Rear, left corner of
last wagon (4MB7)

Front, right side
window of XPT (ST22)
XPT (ST22)
Copyright – Driver of ST22 ©
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B

At about this time the driver of the XPT contacted the network controller, advised
him of the problem and requested that 4MB7 be moved forward so that the XPT
could advance into No.1 Platform Road. Train 4MB7 was subsequently driven
forward approximately 5 m which allowed the XPT to advance safely into No.1
Platform Road.
The photographs at Figure 19 and schematic at Figure 20 illustrate the close
clearances the XPT driver observed, why he brought his train to a stand and then
requested that the matter be investigated.
Figure 20: Schematic showing incident site and 4MB7 and XPT

Incident site

Up Main line
No.1 Platform Road

CA74D (track)
CA74C (track)

4MB7

XPT
Projection of XPT
outline shows
potential collision
area

Centre line clearance between Up Main line and
No.1 Platform Road measured as 1410 mm

Later that morning, ARTC signal engineers used the Phoenix replay file to examine
the events leading up to the incident. This was followed by a review of the
signalling control tables which established that the insulated joint interface between
CA74D track and CA74C track (Figure 20 and Figure 21) was designed as the
clearance point for a train movement from CA74 to CA42 signal. This meant that
when the wheels of 4MB7 had passed the clearance point (the insulated joint
between CA74D and CA42C track circuits) the signalling system allowed the
alternative route, namely, CA74 to CA46 signal to become available for the XPT.
On this occasion, train 4MB7 stopped such that the rear wagon was about 0.5 m
past the clearance point. However, when considering the overhang of the last wagon
past the rear wheels , it is possible that the wagon could have been about 2 to 3 m
further back and not been detected by CA74C track. This meant that signal CA74
would have shown a proceed aspect even if the rear of train 4MB7 was 2 to 3 m
further fouling of the path of the XPT.
An onsite examination of the track by the ARTC signal engineers established that
the centre line clearance between the Up Main line and No.1 Platform Road at the
interface between CA74D and CA74C track was 1410 mm. The ARTC
subsequently advised that the minimum distance to prevent fouling between the two
tracks at this location should have been 2016 mm.
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Figure 21: Photograph adjacent CA74D and CA74C tracks

Centre line clearance between
Up Main line and No.1
Platform Road measured as
1410 mm

It was therefore concluded that the observations by the driver of the XPT were
correct, in that the rear of 4MB7 was obstructing the path of the XPT even though
signal CA74 was showing a proceed indication.
The cause of the irregularity was identified as a signalling design error. As a result,
the ARTC placed an immediate prohibition (pending resolution) on the use of all
signalled routes from CA74 into No.1 Platform Road when the Up Main was
occupied. The ARTC also instigated an immediate review of all clearance points on
recently re-signalled crossing loops and refuge loops throughout NSW.

2.1.2

Overview - signalling design process
Bringing a new signalling system into operation is a highly complex and resource
intensive process with successful delivery being heavily dependent on the
competence of signal engineers/technicians and associated personnel. The work is
manually intensive and to provide for the highest levels of integrity all processes are
subject to independent check, validation, approval and testing against mandated
signalling principles.
However, the processes are open to human error and the incorrect application or
interpretation of signalling principles and/or a break down in quality control
processes can result in unintended errors that can affect the safety of train
movements.
The flowchart in Figure 22, for Cootamundra, illustrates some of the elements
involved in this work and is further described in the associated dot points:
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Figure 22: Flowchart design processes for Cootamundra re-signalling

•

The ‘Signalling Arrangement Plan’ is a schematic 13 (Figure 23) showing all
signalling infrastructure associated with the physical track layout.

•

‘Control Tables’ define points, signal and level crossing interlocking logic. A
simplified signal arrangement plan and the control table relevant to the area of
interest at Cootamundra are illustrated at Figure 24.

13

The plan is normally drawn to a horizontal scale, i.e. longitudinal scale along the length of the
track. The plan may or may not have a vertical scale, i.e. the width of the track. If a vertical scale
is provided it will often be of a different scaling factor than the horizontal scale.
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•

Circuit diagrams and/or software code are developed by the signal engineer
based on the control tables.

•

Preparation of non-vital CTC software code and wiring diagrams for vital and
non-vital signalling components.

•

Equipment is installed and field tested before final commissioning and bringing
into service.

•

Post commissioning activities.

Figure 23: Cootamundra - part of signalling arrangement plan

Points CA136B

Gundagai Rd
level crossing
flashing lights
and gate

Copyright – Australian Rail Track Corporation ©
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Figure 24: Cootamundra - Simplified signalling arrangement plan and control
table
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2.1.3

Review of actual signalling design process
The investigation established that the ARTC held regular management meetings
with the South Improvement Alliance (SIA) but only provided them with limited
technical guidance 14 . The ARTC advised that it was not resourced to undertake the
detailed checking of signalling arrangement plans, control tables and/or signalling
designs, nor was it resourced to undertake the testing or commissioning phases of
the project. The ARTC considered that through the alliance agreement with the SIA
it had structured an arrangement which meant that the SIA was primarily
responsible for the delivery of an operationally safe signalling system with
minimum ARTC input.
The SIA signalling design process was next examined and considered to be fairly
conventional, in that the signalling arrangement plan was substantially finalised,
before the development of the control tables. The original/old signalling
arrangement for Cootamundra (mechanical interlocking plan, circuit plans, etc)
were supplied to the SIA and used as a basis for designing the new signalling
scheme. Minimal changes were made to the new scheme, the only notable variation
was the provision of an automatically controlled level crossing at Gundagai Road.
Data design, factory and onsite testing generally followed control table
development. However, as the project neared completion it became necessary to
undertake control table and software development concurrently to meet the targeted
commissioning date. Normally control table and software development is done
sequentially to ensure that all the control table logic is fully reflected in the final
software and associated validation/testing processes.
It was evident from interviews with the designing engineers that they believed the
tight project time frame compromised the normal testing process and probably
limited their ability to identify potential errors.
Signal design staff

SIA had 10 signalling engineers involved in the design and commissioning of the
Cootamundra re-signalling scheme. All had extensive experience (in excess of
20 years) and were regarded as highly competent in the field of railway signalling.
The initial selection of signal designers and checkers was based on ability and
competence to do the work; checkers were further required to demonstrate
extensive design/checking experience. During the execution of the project it became
necessary to substitute various designers and checkers due to non availability of
some SIA staff. Substitution was done on the basis of ability/competence and also
capacity to ensure best knowledge transfer, thereby maintaining project continuity.
In addition to the engineers, a senior site manager was engaged to audit and manage
the on-site railway signalling works. He had about 42 years signalling experience
working as a signal technician, test room maintenance manager, district and
maintenance supervisor.
The investigation established that the signal designers and checkers used by the SIA
for the Cootamundra signalling project had extensive experience and were used in

14

Technical guidance occurred at the initial/concept phase of the project, in particular it involved the
validation of the signalling arrangement plan and the risk definition/assessment phases.
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such a way as to ensure best available experience and greatest opportunity for
project continuity.
Identification of clearance points

The ARTC New South Wales Engineering Standard for ‘Inspection and Testing of
New and Altered Signalling Works – General Requirements’ Reference Number
SCP 08 – (RIC Standard: SC 00 41 02 00 SP) at Section 3.1.4 ‘Clearances and
Positional Relationships’ requires the examination of infrastructure to:
Ensure that structure gauge clearances, train stop gauging etc, and positional
relationships between apparatus, e.g. signal/train stop/blockjoint, are included
as part of the certification inspection to the Track Plan, Working Sketch, and
Track Insulation Plan.

With the introduction of automatic level crossing operation at Gundagai Road, the
original track circuit over CA133 points to CA136 points was split into two and
became CA74C and CA74D tracks. This was done to minimise the level crossing
ringing time. With no information shown on the signalling arrangement plan 15 the
joint between CA74C track and CA74D track was incorrectly used as the clearance
point for signalled moves from CA74 signal into No1. Platform Road. Figure 24,
shows a simplified control table and signalling arrangement plan at the point of
interest. It can be noted that the inclusion of CA74D track into the logic code for
signal CA74 prevents it from clearing until CA74D track section is unobstructed.
Although SCP 08 at Section 3.1.4 requires that clearances and positional
relationships are identified, the designing engineers did not have a good
appreciation of the site geography at Cootamundra. Had they been aware that the
interface between CA74C and CA74D was at a fouling point between the Up Main
line and No.1 Platform Road they would have certainly included CA74D track in
the original design logic. It is therefore possible that greater local knowledge and/or
the involvement of the ARTC (with local knowledge of the site geography and
layout) during the design and commissioning phases may have assisted the SIA in
detecting the design error. Alternatively if there had have been a systematic
recording of the clearance point in the Signal Arrangement Plan, Track Insulation
Plan or Control Tables then site testing or other verification activities would have
probably identified the mistake.
When the issue was eventually identified by some of the SIA designing engineers
their concerns were not effectively recorded on plans or associated documentation
(see Quality control process) which meant that the issue was easily overlooked
during all subsequent phases of the project.
In conclusion, had the SIA engineers effectively identified and recorded that the
interface between CA74C and CA74D was the fouling point between the Up Main
line and No.1 Platform Road they would have recognised that the rear of a train
sitting on the Up Main line at this location would foul No.1 Platform Road.
Design philosophy

It was drawn to the attention of investigators that during the preparation of the
control tables and in the absence of adequate information on the signalling
15

The centre-line distance between the Up Main line and No.1 Platform Road at this location had
not been checked and as part of the investigation was found to be 1410 mm and therefore foul.
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arrangement plan, it would have been prudent for the designers to have included
both CA74C and CA74D as the clearance tracks. Without having checked the site
for actual clearances this would have at least meant the new signalling design would
have reflected the original/old design in that signal CA74 would not have cleared
until both CA74C and CA74D were unobstructed.
A design based on using a clearance point at the interface of CA74C and CA74D
should not have been implemented until it was established that the clearance
between the Up Main line and No.1 Platform Road at the interface of CA74C and
CA74D tracks was adequate.
Quality control process

To mitigate the risk of errors arising during the development of complex
engineering systems, organisations involved in their development, generally use
quality control processes to track all design, testing and commissioning events. The
quality processes specifically formalise checking and validation processes and
thereby limit the chance of unintended errors. They also provide an audit trail in the
event that an error is detected.
Throughout the project test logs were raised by SIA staff for recording any design
issues identified (errors, omissions, items that required clarification, etc).
Adjustments to the signal arrangement plan and control tables were then undertaken
as necessary and when suitably resolved, the issue was closed off. At the
commencement of the project, SIA staff used a simple quality control process to
manage identified design issues. This comprised annotating the original signal
arrangement plan/control table, etc with a note regarding the identified issue. The
signal arrangement plan/control table was then sent to the original designer to
correct or explain the identified issue. When the issue was suitably explained or
corrected to the satisfaction of the checker, this was acknowledged and signed off
on the original signal arrangement plan/control table. This process was
subsequently enhanced by recording the information within a test log database, not
just on the signal arrangement plan/control table. This enhanced quality control
process allowed for the accurate explanation and tracking of all identified issues.
However, this enhanced quality control process was only implemented towards the
end of the Train Control Consolidation 16 (TCC) project; it was not used at the time
of re-signalling Cootamundra.
During the early phase of the Cootamundra design process at least one engineer had
questioned whether the interface between CA74C and CA74D track was the
clearance point. He stated that he had recorded this on a copy of his signalling
arrangement plan, stating that the matter required further checking. However, the
documentation to support this claim could not be produced. Clearly the issue had
not been closed out and therefore raises concerns about the integrity of the SIA
quality control process at that time.
A second engineer, involved in a later checking phase, also indicated that he had
identified that there may have been a clearance problem at the interface of CA74C
and CA74D tracks. He raised a query accordingly. However, the query was only
recorded on the original copy of his control table and had not been closed out. Once

16

Train Control Consolidation was the project implemented by the ARTC to fully automate
signalling and train control functions on the NSW interstate rail network.
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again, the integrity of the quality control process used by SIA at the time must be
questioned.
While interviewing the co-ordinating Project Manager he indicated that as the TCC
project progressed, the SIA themselves identified a need to enhance the quality
control process. It was subsequently enhanced to ensure that identified design
issues were effectively captured and tracked through to closed-out. He further
advised that the new quality control processes could not be applied retrospectively
to projects that had been completed, like Cootamundra, as it was not possible to
recreate all the underlying steps involved in the documentation process.
In conclusion it was found that the documentation and quality control processes
used by the South Improvement Alliance for the Cootamundra re-signalling project
were not robust, in particular with respect to the recording, investigation and
closing out of identified design issues. It is quite likely that had an enhanced quality
control process been in place at the time the Cootamundra signalling scheme was
designed that the clearance issue at the interface of CA74C and CA74D tracks
would not have been overlooked.
Onsite testing phase

The ARTC test procedures, New South Wales Engineering Standard for ‘Inspection
& Testing of New & Altered Signalling Works – Typical Inspections & Tests for
Signalling Apparatus’ Reference Number SCP 10 – (RIC Standard SC 00 41 02 02
Version 2.0)’ at Section 5.1 ‘Track Circuit Apparatus Inspection’ mandates a
requirement to:
Check length and limits of track circuit, position of insulated joints, fouling point
clearance, point and other insulations, traction bonds, electrolysis bonds.
Check polarity of each rail of D.C. track circuits and Impulse track circuits is as
shown on the Track Insulation Plan.

There are many occasions during a signal commissioning process where using a
highly skilled signal engineer is not warranted. For example, some elements of the
onsite testing phase simply require an audit of field equipment against the signalling
arrangement plan.
At Cootamundra this work was completed by the senior site manager (on this
occasion not the designing engineer). However, without knowledge of the
underlying interlocking principles it was not possible for him is recognise that the
interface between CA74C and CA74D tracks was the clearance point for a signalled
move from CA74 signal into No.1 Platform Road. Had the information been
appropriately recorded on the Signal Arrangement Plan, Track Insulation Plan or
shown in the Control Tables and a specific tester’s note been promulgated, checking
for fouling point clearance at this location would have been obvious.
In this case, if the field tester was required to validate the centre line clearance
between the Up Main line and No.1 Platform Road at the interface of CA74C and
CA74D tracks was not less than 2016 mm, this should have been documented. It
was evident through discussions with the senior site manager that he was unaware
of a need to check the centre line clearance between the Up Main line and No.1
Platform Road at the interface of CA74C and CA74D tracks and therefore did not
do it.
Clearly, where a signalling design has implicit safety requirements that need to be
validated onsite, field testers should either be provided with comprehensive check
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notes and/or clearly annotated information that ensures specific testing requirements
are not omitted.
Where a design involves complex signalling arrangements, it may be beneficial to
involve the designing engineer during the final onsite field testing phase as they
have the best understanding of the interlocking principles. This places them in a
strong position to identify any design omissions or deficiencies that may not have
been evident during earlier phases of the project.
If the senior site manager had had sufficient information during the onsite testing he
probably would have identified that there was a problem with the centreline
clearance between the Up Main line and No.1 Platform Road at the interface of
CA74C and CA74D. Similarly, had the design engineer been involved in the on-site
testing it is likely that he would have identified that the interface between CA74C
and CA74D should not have been used as the clearance point for a signalled move
from CA74 signal to No.1 Platform Road.

2.2

Safety action taken
On the morning of 12 November 2009 the ARTC advised that they had undertaken
a preliminary investigation into the reported signalling irregularity at Cootamundra
involving trains ST22 and 4MB7. As a direct result of the investigation the ARTC
confirmed:
•

That a review of the Phoenix replay established that freight train 4MB7 was
shown as being in clear on the Up Main line of the network controller’s screen
despite the fact that it was probably fouling No.1 Platform Road.

•

The interface joint between CA74C and CA74D track was established as the
design clearance point between the Up Main line and No.1 Platform Road, even
though the distance between track centres was less than that mandated by the
ARTC, in this case it should have been 2016 mm.

•

That the driver of ST22 (XPT) had probably correctly observed that the last
wagon of freight train 4MB7 was fouling the path of his train.

As a result of the findings, the ARTC:
•

Prohibited all crosses of a similar type pending further investigation.

•

Established that a design error had given rise to the signalling irregularity. The
ARTC then arranged for corrective action to the signalling system interlocking
to prevent recurrence.

•

Commenced a full investigation to identify the underlying cause for the
signalling design error. The ARTC has since implemented a series of strategies
(see Section 4 of this report - Safety Action) aimed at minimising the risk of a
similar occurrence.

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau was satisfied with the initial response and
action taken by the Australian Rail Track Corporation to address the reported
signalling irregularity at Cootamundra involving trains ST22 and 4MB7.
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3

FINDINGS

3.1

Context
At about 0217 on Thursday 12 November 2009 train ST22, an XPT passenger
service, was being routed into No.1 Platform Road at Cootamundra, New South
Wales. The driver of the XPT received a Medium Turnout indication on signal
CA74 signifying that the route into No.1 Platform Road was set and unobstructed.
Shortly after passing over the Gundagai Road level crossing and traversing 136
points set reverse the driver of the XPT observed the last wagon of freight train
4MB7, located on the Up Main line, was obstructing the path of his train. He
applied the train brakes and stopped just short of train 4MB7.
From the evidence available, the following findings are made with respect to the
incident and should not be read as apportioning blame or liability to any particular
organisation or individual.

3.2

3.3

Contributing safety factors
•

Signal CA74 cleared for the passage of the XPT even though the route was
fouled by the last wagon of train 4MB7.

•

The centre line distance between the Up Main line and No. 1 Platform Road
at the interface between CA74D and CA74C track was 1410 mm. The
minimum distance to prevent fouling between the two tracks at the location
should have been 2016 mm.

•

The South Improvement Alliance engineers did not effectively identify and
record that the interface between CA74C and CA74D was the fouling point
between the Up Main line and No.1 Platform Road and thus did not
recognise that the rear of a train sitting on the Up Main line at this location
would foul No.1 Platform Road. The design deficiency was caused by a
long standing practice of not explicitly recording the clearance point on the
Signal Arrangement Plan, Track Insulation Plan or in the Control Tables.
[Significant safety issue]

•

A design based on using a clearance point at the interface of CA74C and
CA74D should not have been implemented until it was established that the
clearance between the Up Main line and No.1 Platform Road at the
interface of CA74C and CA74D tracks was adequate. [Minor safety issue]

•

The documentation and quality control processes used by the South
Improvement Alliance for the Cootamundra re-signalling project were not
sufficiently robust, in particular, the closing out of identified design issues
was inadequate. [Significant safety issue]

Other safety factors
•

Although the Australian Rail Track Corporation was not resourced to
actively participate in the design or commissioning phases of the
Cootamundra re-signalling project, greater involvement by the Australian
Rail Track Corporation (local knowledge of site geography and layout)
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during these phases may have assisted the South Improvement Alliance
engineers in detecting the design error. [Minor safety issue]

3.4

•

As the re-signalling of Cootamundra neared completion it became
necessary to undertake control table and software development
concurrently to meet the targeted commissioning date. Normally control
table and software development is done sequentially to ensure that all the
control table logic is fully reflected in the final software and associated
validation/testing processes. [Minor safety issue]

•

Where a design involves complex signalling arrangements, it may be
beneficial to involve the designing engineer during the final onsite field
testing phase as they have the best understanding of the interlocking
principles. This places them in a strong position to identify any design
omissions or deficiencies that may not have been evident during earlier
phases of a project. [Minor safety issue]

•

Where a signalling design has implicit safety requirements that need to be
validated onsite, field testers should be provided with comprehensive check
notes and/or clearly annotated information that ensures specific testing
requirements are not omitted. [Minor safety issue]

•

The network controller and Australian Rail Track Corporation operations
manager did not recognise the Cootamundra signalling irregularity as a
wrong side failure and therefore did not respond in accordance with
established Australian Rail Track Corporation procedures and in a timely
manner.

Other key findings
•

The investigation established that the network controller’s screen showed
freight train 4MB7 in clear on the Up Main line despite the fact that the
train was obstructing No.1 Platform Road. The network controller’s actions
were appropriate in the circumstances.

•

Analysis of the data logs from the XPT and 4MB7 established that both
trains were managed and driven in an appropriate manner.

•

The ‘End of Train Marker’ (flashing red light) fitted to the last wagon of
freight train 4MB7 probably alerted the driver of the XPT to the presence of
4MB7.

•

The observations by the driver of the XPT were correct, in that the rear of
freight train 4MB7 was probably obstructing the path of the XPT even
though signal CA74 gave a proceed indication.

•

On observing that the rear wagon of train 4MB7 was probably fouling the
path of his train, the driver of the XPT acted professionally and quickly,
bringing his train to a stand, thereby avoiding a collision with train 4MB7.

•

The train drivers were appropriately trained, qualified and fit-for-duty at the
time of the incident. There were no crew performance issues that would
have contributed to the incident.
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•

The investigation established that the signal designers and checkers used by
the South Improvement Alliance for the Cootamundra signalling project
had extensive experience and were used in such a way as to ensure best
available experience and greatest opportunity for project continuity.

•

There were no mechanical deficiencies with either train 4MB7 or the XPT
which would have contributed to the incident.

•

There were no deficiencies in track condition that would have contributed
to the incident.
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4

SAFETY ACTION
The safety issues identified during this investigation are listed in the Findings and
Safety Actions sections of this report. The Australian Transport Safety Bureau
(ATSB) expects that all safety issues identified by the investigation should be
addressed by the relevant organisation(s). In addressing those issues, the ATSB
prefers to encourage relevant organisation(s) to proactively initiate safety action,
rather than to issue formal safety recommendations or safety advisory notices.
Depending on the level of risk of the safety issue, the extent of corrective action
taken by the relevant organisation, or the desirability of directing a broad safety
message to the rail industry, the ATSB may issue safety recommendations or safety
advisory notices as part of the final report.

4.1

Australian Rail Track Corporation

4.1.1

Identification of clearance points
Significant safety issue

The South Improvement Alliance engineers did not effectively identify and record
that the interface between CA74C and CA74D was the fouling point between the
Up Main line and No.1 Platform Road and thus did not recognise that the rear of a
train sitting on the Up Main line at this location would foul No.1 Platform Road.
The design deficiency was caused by a long standing practice of not explicitly
recording the clearance point on the Signal Arrangement Plan, Track Insulation
Plan or in the Control Tables.
Action taken by the Australian Rail Track Corporation

The Australian Rail Track Corporation has advised that the following actions were
taken with respect to future signal design work.
Update the Track Standards to adequately identify the process for determining
the fouling point. Provide consistent references in the Signals Standards to the
Track Standard for the fouling point.
Rollingstock Standards and approvals to include control measures for cases
were the overhang exceeds 3.0 metres.
The Track Design Engineer is nominated as the responsible authority for the
design, calculation and identification of the location of the fouling point. Where
the track design is not changed, then an appropriately competent track design
engineer shall perform the task based on the as-installed infrastructure. This
information to be recorded and configuration managed.
The use of a plate to permanently identify the location of the fouling point be
considered. The Track Maintenance Standards, Examination Standards and
Work Schedules be amended to include verification of the clearance after
specific maintenance activities or events.
Clearance Points to be explicitly identified on the Signal Arrangement Plan,
Track Insulation Plan.
A table be included in the Control Tables to identify Clearance Points and their
associated requirements.
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Signal Design Standards to be updated for the above.
Ensure Compliance with the Signals Standard for Track Insulation Plans to be
scale drawings in the longitudinal and lateral axes.

ATSB assessment of action

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau is satisfied that the action taken by the
Australian Rail Track Corporation adequately addresses the safety issue.

4.1.2

Design philosophy
Minor safety issue

A design based on using a clearance point at the interface of CA74C and CA74D
should not have been implemented until it was established that the clearance
between the Up Main line and No.1 Platform Road at the interface of CA74C and
CA74D tracks was adequate.
ATSB safety advisory notice RO-2009-009-SAN-024

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau advises that the Australian Rail Track
Corporation should consider the implications of this safety issue and take action
where considered appropriate.

4.1.3

Quality control process
Significant safety issue

The documentation and quality control processes used by the South Improvement
Alliance for the Cootamundra re-signalling project were not sufficiently robust, in
particular, the closing out of identified design issues was inadequate.
Action taken by the Australian Rail Track Corporation

The Australian Rail Track Corporation has advised that the following actions will
be taken with respect to future signal design work.
A standard process to be nominated for raising recording and resolving all
issues that arise during the design process. The record to form part of the
Design Verification.
Include in the Signal Design Process a record of signal design staff against
activity against version.

ATSB assessment of action

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau is satisfied that the action taken by the
Australian Rail Track Corporation adequately addresses the safety issue.
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4.1.4

Project resourcing
Minor safety issue

Although the Australian Rail Track Corporation was not resourced to actively
participate in the design or commissioning phases of the Cootamundra re-signalling
project, greater involvement by the Australian Rail Track Corporation (local
knowledge of site geography and layout) during these phases may have assisted the
South Improvement Alliance engineers in detecting the design error.
ATSB safety advisory notice RO-2009-009-SAN-026

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau advises that the Australian Rail Track
Corporation should consider the implications of this safety issue and take action
where considered appropriate.

4.1.5

Project scheduling
Minor safety issue

As the re-signalling of Cootamundra neared completion it became necessary to
undertake control table and software development concurrently to meet the targeted
commissioning date. Normally control table and software development is done
sequentially to ensure that all the control table logic is fully reflected in the final
software and associated validation/testing processes.
Action taken by the Australian Rail Track Corporation

The Australian Rail Track Corporation has advised that the following action will be
taken with respect to the programming of signal works.
Mandate completion of design verification 8 days prior to commencement of
Commissioning. Exceptions to be managed by Waiver process.

ATSB assessment of action

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau acknowledges that the Australian Rail
Track Corporation have developed procedures that will mandate design verification
8 days prior to commencement of signal system commissioning. However, the
Australian Rail Track Corporation needs to ensure that all elements of a program
have adequate time to safely implement all elements of a project.
ATSB safety advisory notice RO-2009-009-SAN-027

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau advises that the Australian Rail Track
Corporation should consider the implications of this safety issue and take action
where considered appropriate.
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4.1.6

On site and pre-commissioning test phase
Minor safety issue

Where a design involves complex signalling arrangements, may be beneficial to
involve the designing engineer during the final onsite field testing phase as they
have the best understanding of the interlocking principles. This places them in a
strong position to identify any design omissions or deficiencies that may not have
been evident during earlier phases of a project.
ATSB safety advisory notice RO-2009-009-SAN-028

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau advises that the Australian Rail Track
Corporation should consider the implications of this safety issue and take action
where considered appropriate.

4.1.7

Check notes and plan information
Minor safety issue

Where a signalling design has implicit safety requirements that need to be validated
onsite, field testers should be provided with comprehensive check notes and/or
clearly annotated information that ensures specific testing requirements are not
omitted.
Action taken by the Australian Rail Track Corporation

The Australian Rail Track Corporation has advised that the following actions will
be taken with respect to future signal design work.
Checking of Clearance Points between Design and field, by Checking
Engineers to be formalized. This to be included in the Principles Test
verification. The Track Insulation Plan to be verified as part of the Principles
Test.
The Commissioning work Instruction and ITF 13/5 to be amended to explicitly
indicate when a Clearance Point commissioning test is required.
The use of a plate to permanently identify the location of the fouling point be
considered. The Track Maintenance Standards, Examination Standards and
Work Schedules be amended to include verification of the clearance at
appropriate time intervals or after specific maintenance activities or events.

ATSB assessment of action

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau is satisfied that the action taken by the
Australian Rail Track Corporation adequately addresses the safety issue.
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APPENDIX A: SOURCES AND SUBMISSIONS
Sources of Information
Interail Australia
RailCorp
The Australian Rail Track Corporation
The Independent Transport Safety and Reliability Regulator of New South Wales

References
ARTC New South Wales Engineering Standard for ‘Inspection and Testing of New
and Altered Signalling Works – General Requirements’
Reference Number SCP 08 – (RIC Standard: SC 00 41 02 00 SP)
ARTC New South Wales Engineering Standard for ‘Inspection and Testing of New
and Altered Signalling Works - Inspection and Testing Procedures’
Reference Number SCP 09 – (RIC Standard: SC 00 41 02 01 SP)
ARTC New South Wales Engineering Standard for ‘Inspection & Testing of New
& Altered Signalling Works – Typical Inspections & Tests for Signalling
Apparatus’
Reference Number SCP 10 – (RIC Standard SC 00 41 02 02 Version 2.0)
ARTC New South Wales Infrastructure Engineering Manual – Glossary of
Signalling Terms.
Reference Number SGS 01 - (RIC Standard: SC 00 11 00 00 TI)

Submissions
Under Part 4, Division 2 (Investigation Reports), Section 26 of the Transport Safety
Investigation Act 2003, the ATSB may provide a draft report, on a confidential
basis, to any person whom the ATSB considers appropriate. Section 26 (1) (a) of
the Act allows a person receiving a draft report to make submissions to the ATSB
about the draft report.
A draft of this report was provided to:
• Independent Transport Safety Regulator for New South Wales
• Interail
• RailCorp
• The Australian Rail Track Corporation.
Submissions were received from the Independent Transport Safety Regulator for
New South Wales, RailCorp and the Australian Rail Track Corporation. The
submissions were reviewed and where considered appropriate, the text of the report
was amended accordingly.
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APPENDIX B: SIGNAL ASPECTS - CA44 & CA46

Note: The radial lines on the Medium Caution and Medium Turnout indications imply that the lights are
pulsating indications.
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APPENDIX B (CONT’D):SIGNAL ASPECTS - CA74

Note: The radial lines on the Medium Caution and Medium Turnout indications imply that the lights are
pulsating indications.
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APPENDIX B (CONT’D):SIGNAL ASPECTS - CA76

Note: The radial lines on the Medium Caution and Medium Turnout indications imply that the lights are
pulsating indications.
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